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Search for the 1/2+ intruder state in 35P
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The excitation energy of deformed intruder states (specifically the 2p2h bandhead) as a function of proton
number Z along N = 20 is of interest both in terms of better understanding the evolution of nuclear structure
between spherical 40Ca and the Island of Inversion nuclei, and for benchmarking theoretical descriptions in this
region. At the center of the N = 20 Island of Inversion, the npnh (where n = 2, 4, 6) neutron excitations across a
diminished N = 20 gap result in deformed and collective ground states, as observed in 32Mg. In heavier isotones,
npnh excitations do not dominate in the ground states but are present in the relatively low-lying level schemes.
With the aim of identifying the expected 2p2h ⊗ s1/2+ state in 35P, the only N = 20 isotone for which the neutron
2p2h excitation bandhead has not yet been identified, the 36S(d, 3He) 35P reaction has been revisited in inverse
kinematics with the HELical Orbit Spectrometer (HELIOS) at the Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator System
(ATLAS). While a candidate state has not been located, an upper limit for the transfer reaction cross section to
populate such a configuration within a 2.5 to 3.6 MeV energy range provides a stringent constraint on the wave
function compositions in both 36S and 35P.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.102.064317

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of shell structure of nuclei and its evolution with
increasing neutron-proton asymmetry remains a fundamental
question in nuclear structure research [1]. At the valley of
β stability, the N = Z = 20 shell closures are robust, and
40Ca is considered a doubly magic spherical nucleus, although
deformed core-excited states have also been known for some
time [2,3]. However, it is also now well known that, as protons
are removed from the sd orbitals below Ca, the monopole
shifts induced in the neutron single-particle levels effectively
reduce the separation between the νd3/2 and the ν f7/2 or-
bitals. This erosion of the N = 20 sd-p f shell gap, together
with pairing and quadruple correlations, lowers the energetic
cost for neutron pair excitations across the shell gap to the
extent that multiparticle multihole configurations (e.g., 2p2h,
4p4h) become energetically favored. In the Island of Inversion
centered around the neutron-rich Ne, Na, and Mg isotopes
with N ≈ 20, collective and deformed ground states have
been observed and are attributed to a dominant contribution
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of these deformation-driving neutron-pair excitations to the
ground-state wave function.

Neutron particle-hole sd-p f cross-shell intruder configu-
rations do not dominate the ground-state configurations in the
heavier N = 20 isotones (Z > 12) but are still predicted to
be present in the low-lying level scheme. The excitation en-
ergy of these intruder-dominated states, specifically the 2p2h
bandhead along the N = 20 chain, provides information on
the evolution of the sd-p f shell gap. Reproduction of the
experimental trend in bandhead energy thus is a stringent test
of theoretical descriptions in this region, particularly in terms
of both cross-shell excitations and quadrupole correlations.
However, measurements are sparse.

The current state of affairs is summarized in Fig. 1, with
the evolution of the (tentative) experimentally determined
2p2h excitations along the N = 20 isotones above Mg shown
alongside theoretical predictions based on two different shell-
model approaches. The calculated excitation energies for the
lowest 2p2h-dominated state based on large-scale shell-model
calculations with the SDPF-U-MIX effective interaction [4–6]
are shown by the orange dashed lines, while the predictions
of Monte Carlo Shell Model (MCSM) calculations are shown
by the blue dotted lines [7–9]. The solid black lines in Fig. 1
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FIG. 1. Experimental (solid black lines) and calculated (dashed
orange lines and dotted blue lines) 2p2h bandheads for the N = 20
isotones between Z = 12 and Z = 16. The orange dashed lines rep-
resent shell-model calculations performed with the SDPF-U-MIX
effective interaction [4–6], while the blue dotted lines are the results
of MCSM calculations [7–9]. The black solid lines represent data
from Refs. [4,10–12].

represent the current best experimental candidate for the 2p2h
bandhead in each N = 20 isotone [4,10–12]. Based on this
figure, it is clear that, while the general trend in behavior of the
intruder states is well described by the available state-of-the-
art shell-model calculations, there remain discrepancies and
important opportunities for refinement. Indeed, comparison
of both level excitation energies and inferred wave-function
composition can be used to inform and improve model de-
scriptions.

Following the initial 30Mg(t, p) measurement of Wimmer
et al. [13], the 32Mg ground state was described as having a
predominant intruder configuration. This came into question
briefly in the context of a two-level mixing model [14], but
the 32Mg ground-state is now robustly described as having
only very weak (≈4%) contributions from the 0p0h config-
uration and roughly equal 2p2h and 4p4h contributions [15].
In contrast, the 34Si ground state has been estimated to consist
of ≈89% 0p0h configurations, thus leaving as little as 11%
to contributions from states with neutron excitations [4]. The
situation is experimentally less certain in 36S. The observation
of the 0+

2 state in (t, p) reactions [12] and the absence of that
state in (d, 3He) reactions [16] is a good indication that mix-
ing is small and that the 0+

2 excited state is strongly dominated
by neutron-pair excitations, while the ground state can be con-
sidered predominantly spherical. For the odd-A nuclei there is
only limited data available. In 33Al possible candidates have
been proposed [10,11], however, the spin assignment of both
the ground state and the candidate are yet to be confirmed.
In 35P a candidate for the 2p2h bandhead still remains to be
identified. A high-quality measurement clearly identifying the
2p2h bandhead in an odd-A N = 20 isotone would provide an
important confirmation for modern shell-model descriptions
in this region of the nuclear chart. Moreover, a measurement

of spectroscopic factors of the deformed states will allow a
critical comparison to the theoretical wave functions.

In the case of 35P, the removal of a proton in the
36S(d, 3He) reaction will only populate the 2p2h state if there
is nonzero mixing between the 35P ground state and the first
2p2h excitation and therefore significant overlap in the wave
functions of these states. Previous investigations of this reac-
tion, performed in the 1980s, did not observe any candidates
for the 2p2h bandhead [17,18]. However, large background
due to 12C contaminants in the 36S target dominated the
3He particle spectra of these experiments in the energy re-
gion between 3.0 and 3.5 MeV where the bandhead would
be expected (MCSM calculations predict the bandhead at
3.03 MeV, as shown in Fig. 1). Thus, these experiments could
not be conclusive on the observation or lack thereof for the
intruder state.

We report here on a recent measurement of the
36S(d, 3He) 35P reaction studied in inverse kinematics with the
HELical Orbit Spectrometer (HELIOS) [19]. This approach
offers a clean measurement free of the background observed
in normal kinematics experiments. Thus, while we did not
observe any state consistent with the 2p2h bandhead, we are
able to set an upper limit on the spectroscopic factor as a
function of the energy of the expected intruder state. This in
turn provides a constraint on the 0p0h and 2p2h content of the
wave functions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The structure of 35P has been studied in inverse kinemat-
ics with the HELIOS [19] located at the Argonne National
Laboratory. The Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator Sys-
tem (ATLAS) provided a stable 36S beam at 15.3 MeV/A.
The beam impinged on a range of deuterated-plastic tar-
gets (81, 127, 529 μg/cm2 thicknesses) located in the bore
of the HELIOS solenoid magnet (operated at a magnetic-
field strength of 2.85 T). Both the 3He ions and the
35P were emitted at forward, near on-axis laboratory an-
gles. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the 3He ions spiral in the
magnetic field and are collected on a position-sensitive
silicon array placed along the beam axis. Depending on
the emission angle and energy, the 3He particles intercept the
silicon array at different positions. The silicon detectors were
located between 58 and 93 cm from the target, corresponding
to a maximal angular range of 10◦–50◦ in the center-of-mass
frame. Due to the poor resolution obtained in some of the
silicon detectors, only a subset were included in the present
analysis.

The energy loss of 35P and scattered 36S particles, as well
as background recoils from fusion-evaporation reactions, was
measured with a 65 μm thick silicon detector (recoil detec-
tor) installed between the target and the silicon array. The
information was used to select Z = 15 recoils; the observed
pulse-height distribution and the Z = 15 gate are represented
in Fig. 3 on the x axis. A beam blocker with a ≈ 10 mm
diameter was placed on the recoil detector, centered on the
beam axis, to limit the overall rate.

The cyclotron period of the outgoing ions can be identi-
fied with respect to the radio frequency (rf) structure of the
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup installed in HELIOS. The incoming beam (36S) hits a deuterated-plastic target
placed in the center of the solenoid. The heavy reaction products are measured with the recoil detector or stopped in the (inactive) beam stop.
The light particles (3He) spin in the magnetic field until they hit the silicon array installed behind the recoil detector.

accelerator, for which the beam is delivered in bunches 1–2 ns
wide every 82.47 ns. The time delay between the ATLAS rf
and detection of an ion in the silicon array is proportional to
the mass of the particle hitting the array, divided by its charge.
This measure of the cyclotron period allows for selection
of 3He particles detected on the silicon array. The observed
cyclotron period and the 3He gate is shown in Fig. 3 on the
y axis. The 3He gate along with selection of Z = 15 heavy
recoils allowed the necessary rejection of background in the
excitation energy region where the 35P states are detected and
are the main cuts applied to the data. Figure 3 also shows the
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FIG. 3. A representation of the two main analysis cuts used to
filter events. The cyclotron period is proportional to the mass over
charge ratio of the light particle and the area between the two hori-
zontal lines is the location of 3He particles. The recoil energy loss is
proportional to the heavy particles Z and the two vertical lines select
Z = 15. The color scale represents the number of particles in the
region below 6 MeV excitation energy. The red squares indicate the
areas used to estimate the background component in the center gate.
The background counts were weighted by a factor of 1

3 to compensate
for the larger coverage of the background gate.

four nearest-neighbor gates symmetrically distributed around
the main gate that were used to estimate backgrounds.

The energy of 3He ions measured on a given silicon de-
tector is related to the location at which the particle hits the
detectors. This relationship between energy and return dis-
tance z was described in Ref. [20] and is

Elab = Ec.m. − 1

2
mV 2

c.m. +
(

mVc.m.

Tcyc

)
z. (1)

The cyclotron time Tcyc, the particle mass m, and the velocity
of the center-of-mass frame with respect to the laboratory
frame, Vc.m., are all constants for a given experiment. Thus,
for a constant Ec.m. there is a linear relationship between
the observed energy and interaction location. Ballistic effects
within some of the detectors add distortions that depend on
the location at which the particles hit a given detector. The
36S(d, 3He) 35P reaction populates mainly the ground state
and the excited 5/2+

1 state at 3860 keV. The energy depen-
dence on the position was removed based on a polynomial fit
to the ground state. The individual detectors were then gain
matched according to the known energies of these two states.
Furthermore, a residual shift of the three peaks observed
above 3860 keV was removed by matching these peaks to the
literature values through a linear fit.

III. RESULTS

The resulting event distribution as a function of the center-
of-mass angle and energy is shown in Fig. 4 and the projection
onto the energy axis is given in the upper panel of Fig. 5.
The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows a background-subtracted
version of the energy spectrum that is used to extract the
background subtracted peak counts and the peak positions,
as summarized in Table I. For this purpose, the six most
prominent states below 6 MeV excitation energy have been fit
with a functional form that assumes constant background and
two Gaussian distributions with identical centroids for each
individual peak. The peak-height and width ratios between
the two Gaussian distributions were required to be identical
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TABLE I. An overview over the measured quantities and comparison with previous measurements. The spectroscopic factors have been
normalized to two for the ground-state values. The peak centroids and peak counts were derived from the background-subtracted energy
spectrum.

State Energy Peak centroid Peak counts C2S C2S C2S C2S
Iπ [21,22] [keV] [21,22] [keV] [17] [18] [22] This work

1/2+ 0 0 ± 1 10478 ± 105 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
3/2+ 2386.6 ± 0.5 2388 ± 13 278 ± 25 0.4(1) 0.6(3) 0.33 ± 0.03(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.)
5/2+ 3859.9 ± 0.5 3860 ± 2 4817 ± 75 1.0(7) 3.6(1) 2.5(1) 2.92 ± 0.06(stat.) ± 1.04(syst.)
5/2+ 4664 ± 3 4666 ± 9 1758 ± 81 0.3(3) 1.3(3) 0.9(3) 0.71 ± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.34(syst.)
5/2+ 5198 ± 10 5202 ± 8 1767 ± 113 0.3(2) 1.7(5) 1.4(5) 1.10 ± 0.03(stat.) ± 0.57(syst.)
(1/2−) 5709 ± 20 5706 ± 38 395 ± 79 0.19(15) 0.23 ± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.05(syst.)

for all peaks. A pair of Gaussian distributions was used to
accommodate the facts that peaks are composed of counts
from multiple detectors of different resolutions and that a
single Gaussian distribution did not describe the observed
peak shape robustly. The fit was performed with a Poisson
maximum-likelihood approach. The quoted uncertainties for
the peak counts are statistical only. The peak resolutions (de-
fined as the mean of the two Gaussians’ σ weighted by their
respective counts) varied between 118 keV (ground state) and
183 keV (highest excitation energy). A state at 4494 keV was
observed in Ref. [22] and may account for the small excess in
counts visible in the measured spectrum between the first and
second 5/2+ states. However, due to overlapping peaks in this
region, this peak was not included in the fit. In the region of
interest for a potential 2p2h bandhead candidate, marked blue
in Fig. 5, no peak is observed above what would be expected
from a flat background. Without subtraction, the background
in the region of interest was estimated at 316 ± 16 counts
per MeV.

As discussed previously, the position along the beam axis
and the energy of the detected particle can be used to deter-
mine the emission angle in the center-of-mass frame [20],
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FIG. 4. Center-of-mass angle (in degrees) vs excitation energy
for all events corresponding to detection of 3He and a Z = 15 heavy
fragment. The color scale shows the number of observed events;
the white lines represent the location of the states calculated from
simulations of the setup.

yielding the angular distributions shown in Fig. 6 for the
ground-state (top panel) and first two excited states in 35P
(middle and bottom panels). The angular distribution can be
calculated through the Distorted-Wave Born Approximation
(DWBA). The relative scaling of the data to DWBA calcu-
lation is directly proportional to the spectroscopic factor. To
derive relative spectroscopic factors, background-subtracted
data were weighted by their uncertainties and fit to the DWBA
calculations from an earlier measurement conducted at a sim-
ilar center-of-mass energy [17]. As measurement of the beam
current was not made with sufficient accuracy to calculate
absolute values, the relative spectroscopic factors, listed in
Table I, were normalized such that the ground-state value
is two. The derived spectroscopic factors are in agreement
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(black or gray error bars) are compared with DWBA calculations.
Data and models are normalized to the ground-state distribution of
Ref. [17] which is shown with orange crosses. The black dashed
line is the DWBA calculation presented in Ref. [17]. The blue lines
illustrate PTOLEMY DWBA results using the possible combinations
of optical potentials [23–29]. The points marked with gray error bars
were not used in the fit so that all states were fit over a similar angular
range.

with earlier measurements and were used to align data and
DWBA calculation in Fig. 6. The DWBA calculation from the
earlier measurement [17] used for extracting the spectroscopic
factors are shown with dashed black lines in Fig. 6 and
data from that publication are shown (in orange) for the
ground state. Furthermore, a variety of DWBA calculations
performed with PTOLEMY [30] have been added to Fig. 6;
the incoming particle (deuteron) optical potentials were taken
from Refs. [23–25] and the outgoing particle (3He) poten-
tials from Refs. [26–29]. We note that the angular coverage
of the current results cover the second maximum for all
states considered and that the magnitude of the absolute
cross sections differ between the global parametrizations
and those of Ref. [17]. The relative spectroscopic factors
were also determined for the PTOLEMY-based DWBA calcu-
lation; the standard deviation between the different choices
for optical potentials was used to estimate the systematic
uncertainty listed in Table I. The spectroscopic factor for
the 5709 keV transition is exclusively based on PTOLEMY

calculations because that transition was not observed in
Ref. [17] and thus it might be affected by different systematic
effects.

Turning to the region of interest with respect to a poten-
tial 2p2h bandhead, the experimental sensitivity at a given
energy was estimated as the maximum number of counts
in a peak added to the statistical fluctuations, such that the
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interest that would be required to reject the null result (no additional
peak present) with a given confidence. The background subtracted
spectrum is shown to guide the eye. (bottom panel) Exclusion curves
for the C2S ratio between the ground state and first-excited 1/2+

state.

minimized model distribution does not exceed a predefined
confidence level (90%) when being compared with the ob-
served data. The additional peak was also made up of two
Gaussian distributions and its resolution was fixed to a lin-
ear interpolated value between the resolutions of the two
adjacent peaks. It was placed in the energy range between
2.5 and 3.6 MeV and the remaining free parameters in the
model found by minimizing the Poisson maximum likeli-
hood of the model with respect to the spectrum without
background subtraction. For simplicity, Pearson’s χ2 was
used to approximate the p-values of the Poisson maximum
likelihood. The number of counts required for a possible ob-
servation are shown as a function of energy in the top panel of
Fig. 7. The bottom panel uses this information, together with
DWBA calculation (based on Refs. [24,28]) to establish an
upper limit for the C2S ratio between the ground and excited
states.

IV. DISCUSSION

The impact of the upper limit for the ratio of the
spectroscopic factors between a potential 2p2h bandhead
in the region of interest and the ground state can be
gauged by considering a simplified 2 × 2 (two-state) mix-
ing model. Studies of the 36S(d, p) 37S reaction [17,31,32]
show the population of a d3/2 hole in the ground state of
36S and can provide an assessment of the proportion of
2p2h excitations present in the 0+

1 state. Consider that the
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ground-state wave function of 36S is described in a simple
form as:1

|0+
1 〉 = (α|0p0h〉 + β|2p2h〉), (2)

where |0p0h〉 ≈ d4
3/2 and |2p2h〉 ≈ d2

3/2 f 2
7/2. The experimental

ratio of the neutron spectroscopic factors for the population of
the 7/2− and 3/2+ in 37S in the (d, p) reaction can be readily
calculated from Eq. (2):

C2S3/2+

C2S7/2−
= 1

2

(
β

α

)2

. (3)

Figure 8 (left panel) shows the behavior of amplitude α2

as a function of this ratio. When compared with the aver-
age (and its standard deviation) obtained from the data in
Refs. [17,31,32] we can determine α2 = 89.5 ± 1.6% which,
as anticipated, corresponds essentially to a 0p0h configuration
for the ground state of 36S.

Proceeding now to 35P, the ground state |1/2+
1 〉 and the

excited state |1/2+
2 〉 can be described in the simple two-level

model as

|1/2+
1 〉 = (A|0p0h〉 + B|2p2h〉) ⊗ πs1/2, (4)

|1/2+
2 〉 = (−B|0p0h〉 + A|2p2h〉) ⊗ πs1/2, (5)

and following from Eqs. (2), (4), and (5) we then estimate the
ratio of spectroscopic factors as

C2S1/2+
2

C2S1/2+
1

≈ (−αB + βA)2

(αA + βB)2 . (6)

It is interesting to note that, because of the interference in
the numerator of Eq. (6), the stringent limits set by HELIOS
(see Fig. 7) with the nonobservation of a candidate peak, can

1The corresponding orthogonal 0+
2 state is |0+

2 〉 = −β|0p0h〉 +
α|2p2h〉.

be applied to establish a meaningful limit on the values of the
amplitude A2 as shown on the right of Fig. 8, in the energy
range expected for the location of the 1/2+

2 state. Thus, the
sensitivity analysis based on the 2 × 2 model suggests the
similarity between 35P and 36S in terms of the evolution of
shape coexistence towards the center of the N = 20 Island of
Inversion centered at 32Mg.

V. CONCLUSION

In search of the 2p2h bandhead in 35P, the 36S(d, 3He) 35P
reaction has been revisited in inverse kinematics with HE-
LIOS. However, no candidate peak was observed in the
expected region of interest between 2.5 and 3.6 MeV. Based
on studies of the 36S(d, p) 37S reaction [17,31,32] and a 2 × 2
model the 0p0h waveform amplitude of the 36S ground state
was derived to be 89.5 ± 1.6%. Based on this result, the
nonobservation of a candidate peak sets a tight lower limit
on the 2p2h waveform amplitude for the (still to be observed)
1/2+

2 intruder state in 35P.
Given the interference between the unperturbed 1/2+

states discussed above, it is not clear that an experiment with
more statistic and higher sensitivity will result in a positive
observation of the intruder state with the (d, 3He) reaction.
In this regard, a study of the 33P(t, p) 35P and 37P(p, t ) 35P
reactions is suggested. In the former, stripping of two neutrons
into the p f shell naturally leads to 2p2h configurations in 35P;
in the latter, these states can be populated by the pickup of two
neutrons from the closed sd shell. These experiments could
be carried out with the new spectrometer SOLARIS [33] at
the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State
University, where re-accelerated beams of 33,37P of adequate
intensity will be available on day one [34].
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